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Improving   with Innovative  Business Efficiency Workforce Solutions

TactIQ, pronounced Tactic, is a leading management consulting firm introducing groundbreaking concepts 
and streamlined systems to professional stakeholders. The difference lies in TactIQ’s solutions. We use 
revolutionary assets to simplify and improve the process of workforce innovation. Closing the gap between 
high-demand skills and organizations needing competent professionals is crucial for success. TactIQ 
specializes in tactical consulting and strategic Workforce Innovation services to facilitate this process.

What sets us apart

- Industry-Specific Strategies: Tailored strategies designed to meet the unique demands of different 
sectors. We combine industry insights and expert knowledge to provide practical strategies that stimulate 
growth and boost efficiency.


- Advanced Technological Solutions: Our services integrate the TactIQ Workforce Solution, offering 
organizations valuable strategies, effective talent management, and predictive analytics powered by 
artificial intelligence and cutting-edge technology.

Our Core Services

Managed Services

- Program Management: We meticulously oversee initiatives 

to achieve goals within set timelines and budgets.


- Communication and Outreach: Using strategic 

communication methods, we extend your reach into talent 

pools you’ve never tapped.


- Administrative Support: Your recruitment process is backed 

by thorough administrative assistance, reducing your 

administrative burden.


- Technical Assistance & Training: We provide your business 

with top-tier technical aid and evidence-based training 

programs.


- Information Technology Solutions: We blend robust AI and 

technology into your hiring process to select the best for your 

business.

Workforce Solutions

- Human capital management (HCM): TactIQ aims to assist you in 

recruiting the right talent, effectively managing your workforce, and 

enhancing productivity.


- Staffing Services: Experience TactiQ's premier staffing services, 

focusing on community-based hiring to partner and offer tailored 

solutions for all your staffing needs with a commitment to exceptional 

service and satisfaction.


- Innovative Collaboration: We focus on improving partner, 

community, and talent relationships to boost performance and 

collaboration.


- Data-Driven Hiring: Accelerate hiring with our proprietary algorithm, 

swiftly matching you with skilled personnel while ensuring 

compatibility and job satisfaction.


- Inclusive Hiring Practices: Our commitment to Diversity, Equity, and 

inclusion brings richness and authenticity to your workplace culture, 

engagement, and net promoter score.
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Key Distinctions
- Tailored Industry Strategies & Advanced Technology Solutions: Our unique approach combines 
industry-specific strategies with the integration of the TactIQ Workforce Solution, utilizing AI and 
technology for strategic insights and efficient talent management. 
- Enriched Core Services: Efficient Talent Matching: We seamlessly connect skilled professionals 
with employers, ensuring a smooth integration into your organization. 
- AI-Powered Hiring: Leveraging comprehensive data analysis and artificial intelligence, we ensure 
compatibility and job satisfaction by perfectly matching the right talent with the right opportunities. 
Accelerated Recruitment: Our streamlined processes significantly reduce time-to-hire, empowering 
your team to take on challenges promptly. 
Comprehensive Managed Services: TactIQ offers a suite of managed services, including meticulous 
program management, administrative support, strategic communication, and technical assistance, 
all aimed at enhancing your operational efficiency and strategic outcomes.

Proven Track Record
We pride ourselves on our successful partnerships with major government andprivate sector clients, 
demonstrating our ability to make meaningfulimprovements in efficiency and achieve strategic goals.


- NAICS Codes: 541514, 915120, 923120, 923130, 511210, 541512, 541611,561320


- DUNS Number: 081003794


- CAGE Code: 80UM1


- Certifications: HUBZone, DBE, CBE, PAUCP, MBE

strategic engagement is key
Choose a partnership with TactIQ to leverage the transformative power of 

ourWorkforce Solution, driving your organization towards growth, 
enhancedefficiency, and unparalleled success.
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